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Abstract

With the boom of e-commerce, Multimodal001
Review Helpfulness Prediction (MRHP) that002
identifies the helpfulness score of multimodal003
product reviews has become a research hotspot.004
Previous work on this task focuses on attention-005
based modality fusion, information integration,006
and relation modeling, which primarily ex-007
poses the following drawbacks: 1) the model008
may fail to capture the really essential informa-009
tion due to its indiscriminate attention formula-010
tion; 2) lack appropriate modeling methods that011
takes full advantage of correlation among pro-012
vided data. In this paper, we propose SANCL:013
Selective Attention and Natural Contrastive014
Learning for MRHP. SANCL adopts a probe-015
based strategy to enforce high attention weights016
on the regions of greater significance. It also017
constructs a contrastive learning framework018
based on natural matching properties in the019
dataset. Experimental results on two bench-020
mark datasets with three categories show that021
SANCL achieves state-of-the-art baseline per-022
formance with lower memory consumption.023

1 Introduction024

We have witnessed an acceleration towards an e-025

commerce boom that has transpired over the past026

decades (Vulkan, 2020). In the virtual bazaar,027

countless deals are made between mutually invis-028

ible sellers and customers from time to time. For029

customers, it may be their biggest headache to de-030

termine whether they should pay for a good when031

being overwhelmed by tempting advertisements, as032

they can hardly learn about the true information033

about a product in face of the seller’s meticulous034

promotion without any references. In this situation,035

reviews in e-shops that can provide justification036

information, are thus of great value to customers.037

However, the quality of reviews under a certain038

product page can be disparate—many customers039

are willing to leave informative feedback on the040

product, while many others arbitrarily write a few041

words and even paste irrelevant messages in their 042

comments. Therefore, from the perspective of on- 043

line shopping platforms, they would be welcome 044

and attractive to customers if they provide a ser- 045

vice that can intelligently filter and place the most 046

helpful reviews at the top position. The task in 047

the machine learning field to solve this problem is 048

Review Helpfulness Prediction (RHP) (Tang et al., 049

2013). 050

As the thriving of multimodal learning research 051

and the handy accessibility of multimodal data in 052

this Internet era, the latest progress incorporated 053

image (vision modality) information into the re- 054

view helpfulness prediction (RHP) (Liu et al., 2021) 055

as Multimodal RHP (MRHP). Although previous 056

work attained excellent results in MRHP, there are 057

still some drawbacks. First, the attention mecha- 058

nism in these works for representation learning fol- 059

lows the most basic setting—it directly computes 060

out the attention scores based on the representa- 061

tion vectors of tokens or sentences, without any 062

further intervention on the obtained weights (Fan 063

et al., 2019). Generally, the amount of task-related 064

information in each sentence in a given piece of 065

review may vary greatly—since customers usually 066

casually write these reviews and may insert some 067

meaningless words, such as emotional appreciation 068

or complaint that can not benefit the viewers. We 069

observed that due to dataset characteristics in the 070

MRHP task, there are cues to help locate those key 071

sentences in the review text. Therefore, we pro- 072

posed a probe-based selective attention mechanism 073

to employ them for better attention results. 074

Secondly, it has been revealed that the correla- 075

tion, e.g., the similarity of feature vectors, among 076

multimodal and multi-domain data is an essential 077

factor in modeling (Xu et al., 2020; Chen et al., 078

2019). Nevertheless, existing studies (Xu et al., 079

2020; Liu et al., 2021) simply quantified them in 080

similarity metrics, such as cosine value, for direct 081

classification use. Though gained appreciative re- 082
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sults, we believe they can be better utilized through083

the contrastive learning scheme to enhance the qual-084

ity of learned representations.085

In this paper, we propose a novel framework,086

SANCL, to incorporate these two points. In087

SANCL we first generate a special “probe” mask088

that highlights the key sentences from the product089

and review text. The mask then attends the com-090

putation attention modules to help focus more on091

those task-related sentences. Then we construct092

a contrastive learning framework to learn better093

modality representations with internal correlations094

of data. Based on contrastive predictive coding095

(CPC) (Oord et al., 2018), the framework is com-096

posed of two feature spaces (domains). Each do-097

main takes specific combinations of projected rep-098

resentations as input, according to their relation099

types from our analysis. Through optimization over100

the contrastive score, the multimodal and multi-101

domain representations can learn from the inherent102

relations. Our contribution can be summarized as103

follows:104

• We design a selective attention approach, in-105

cluding the probe mask generation and mask-106

based attention computation, for the informa-107

tion aggregation in MRHP tasks.108

• We analyze the characteristics and relations109

in multimodal reviews and formulate a con-110

trastive learning framework to refine the111

learned representations.112

• Extensive experiments on three publicly avail-113

able datasets show our approach achieves114

state-of-the-art performance with lower mem-115

ory consumption.116

2 Related Work117

In this section, we briefly recap some relevant work118

in the field of review helpfulness prediction and119

multimodal contrastive learning.120

Review Helpfulness Prediction Customer re-121

views play an important role in helping customers122

investigate products before determining whether to123

purchase. (Zhu and Zhang, 2010; Diaz and Ng,124

2018; Gamzu et al., 2021). Support vector regres-125

sion (SVM) was first employed to automatically126

judge the review helpfulness (Kim et al., 2006;127

Zhang and Varadarajan, 2006; Tsur and Rappoport,128

2009). Later, linear regression (Lu et al., 2010;129

Ghose and Ipeirotis, 2010), extended tensor factor- 130

ization (Moghaddam et al., 2012), and probabilistic 131

matrix factorization models (Tang et al., 2013) have 132

been applied to integrate complicated constraints 133

into the learning process. With the development 134

of deep learning, deep neural networks (Lee and 135

Choeh, 2014; Fan et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018) 136

have been utilized to model the sophisticate ele- 137

ments in this task. Recently, Qu et al. (2020) pro- 138

posed a graph neural network to capture the in- 139

trinsic relationship between the products and their 140

reviews. However, most existing studies only fo- 141

cus on the text of reviews, neglecting the images 142

that usually exist in online reviews. This paper 143

takes advantage of the images and proposes a novel 144

contrastive learning framework with a selective at- 145

tention mechanism to learn expressive multimodal 146

features. 147

Multimodal Representation Learning The fore- 148

most problem of multimodal tasks lies in multi- 149

modal representation learning (Baltrušaitis et al., 150

2018). The concept of multimodal representation 151

learning covers many techniques, such as multi- 152

modal fusion (Vielzeuf et al., 2018; Wang et al., 153

2020; Mai et al., 2020; Han et al., 2021a), multi- 154

modal contrastive learning (Yuan et al., 2021; Han 155

et al., 2021b), etc. Attention-based architectures 156

are the basic routine in multimodal fusion, but the 157

formulations are similar. In this paper, knowing 158

about the particularity of MRHP and its dataset, 159

we devise a novel attention mechanism to better 160

aggregate information in textual data. Addition- 161

ally, we also upgrade the application of contrastive 162

learning. Unlike the ordinary treatment that divides 163

samples into positive and negative groups accord- 164

ing to “from myself” or “not from myself” (Cui 165

et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2020), we extract con- 166

trastive pairs according to the natural correlation 167

in the dataset and construct the framework of two 168

feature spaces termed as domains. 169

3 Method 170

In this section, we first introduce the problem defi- 171

nition of Multimodal Review Helpfulness Predic- 172

tion (MRHP). Then we elaborate on the model ar- 173

chitecture and processing pipeline of our method. 174

3.1 Problem Definition 175

Given a collection of product descriptions P = 176

{P1, P2, ..., PN} and associated reviews R = 177

{R1, R2, ..., RN} gleaned from an e-shopping 178
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Input and Selective Attention MNCL

Our high quality, handmade, 100%…

I would rate zero stars if possible. 
The product I received was nothing 
like what was pictured …

Figure 1: The overview of SANCL. The output layer is omitted. Features in red boxes (Sii
v,r, S

ii
t,r, S

pr
v,r, S

pr
t,r) are

used in final helpfulness score prediction.

website. Each product description Pi ∈ P con-179

tains the product name npi plus the text and image180

descriptions Tpi and Ipi . The underlying review181

collection Ri associated with product i contains182

m review pieces Ri = {ri1, ri2, ..., rim}. Each re-183

view data frame is composed of images Irij and184

text Trij as well. We exhibit an example of input185

data at the model’s input position in Figure 1. All186

review pieces are annotated with helpfulness scores187

sij ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. Multimodal review helpful-188

ness prediction can be formulated as a regression189

task that aims to predict the helpfulness score of190

each review piece, and a ranking task to sort these191

reviews by their scores in descending order.192

3.2 Overview193

The overall architecture of SANCL is depicted194

in Figure 1. We first generate a probe mask for195

each review according to the corresponding prod-196

uct name and review text as shown in Figure 2.197

The probe mask highlights the sentences that men-198

tion the product, which then participates in the199

computation of selective attention to produce text200

representations. For images, we feed the features201

extracted by pre-trained visual neural networks to202

two self-attention modules to produce image repre-203

sentations. Then we project these representations204

of each modality in both product description and205

customer review into two shared spaces (domains).206

We finally develop a contrastive learning module207

to compute the cross-modality and review-product208

contrastive scores, which further improves the qual-209

ity of representations output from attention mod- 210

ules. 211

3.3 Input Encoding 212

Context-aware Textual Representation For 213

both review and product text, we initialize the 214

token representations with GloVe (Pennington 215

et al., 2014)1 or pre-trained models as Et = 216

{et1, et2, ..., etl} ∈ Rl×dte , where l is the length (num- 217

ber of tokens) of a given sentence and dte is the 218

embedding dimension. We then send these em- 219

beddings to a uni-directional Gated Recurrent Unit 220

(GRU) (Cho et al., 2014), yielding token-wise and 221

sequence representations Ht = {ht1, ..., htl} and 222

hseqt : 223

Ht, h
seq
t = GRU(E; θt). (1) 224

where θt is the parameters in GRU. 225

Visual Feature Extraction We apply Faster R- 226

CNN (Ren et al., 2015) on raw images and yield 227

the hidden representations Ev = {ev1, ev2, ..., evn} ∈ 228

Rn×dve in the last layer before the classifier to map 229

the Regions of Interest (RoI) in an image to a hid- 230

den space, where n is the number of hot regions 231

detected in the image and dve is the vector lengths 232

of hidden representations. Then same as Liu et al. 233

(2021), we feed them into a self-attention mod- 234

ule that outputs the encoded image representations 235

Hv = {hv1, hv2, ..., hvn}. 236

1We used glove.840B.300d in our experiments.
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3.4 Probe-based Selective Attention (PSA)237

Having gained elementary encoded multimodal rep-238

resentations, interactions between parallel review239

pieces and corresponding product descriptions are240

required to form the product-aware review represen-241

tations. Previous work primarily formulated these242

interactions as token-wise description–review atten-243

tion (Fan et al., 2019; Qu et al., 2020). Though suc-244

cinct and effective, this token-by-token or sentence-245

by-sentence computation scheme may neglect dis-246

tinct the relative importance among sentences and247

missing really task-related information. Because248

only through loss back-propagation without any249

re-weighting operation, it can not always be en-250

sured that larger weights will be put on those key251

sentences. To mitigate this issue, we propose the252

selective attention approach. It first generates a253

special “probe” mask then performs discriminate254

attention based on that.255

Probe Mask Generation The probe mask should256

reflect the position (i.e., in which sentence) where257

the product is mentioned in a review. An example258

of the generation process is displayed in Figure259

2. We first retrieve the core words from the prod-260

uct name by looking up its dependency tree and261

picking the lemmatized form of the words around262

the root. Next, we use coreference resolution to263

identify all coreference clusters in the review.264

Coreference clusters: [it, set], [they, them]

I have read some of other reviews .... 
It was poor quality …
I bought plates to be my thanksgiving plate 
set and ….

Review

Euro Ceramica Inc. …. Dinnerware Set, 16 
Piece, …

Product Name

[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ….,
1, 1, 1 ,1, 1, 1, 1, …,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, ….]

Probe Mask

Match

Search

Assign

Figure 2: An example of mask generation

There are three possible resolution results: (1)265

A cluster containing the core word of the product266

name; (2) At least one cluster exists but the core267

word is missing in all clusters; (3) No coreference268

cluster exists. For (1) and (3), we do not require269

extra steps as the existence of entity clusters can be270

confirmed. For (2), we are still uncertain whether271

an entity cluster is in the text. We devise a simple272

rule to tackle this situation—we regard the first273

cluster as product name mention cluster, based on 274

our observation that the first repeatedly mentioned 275

pronouns in a review are more likely to refer to 276

the product. After locating these product name 277

mentions, we create the probe mask M ∈ R1×l 278

by assigning 1 to the positions of those mention- 279

found sentences and 0 to others. The process is 280

summarized in Algorithm 1. 281

Algorithm 1: Probe Mask Generation
Input: Review sentences R, product name P
Output: Probe mask M

# core words and coreferece clusters extraction:
R̂← Lemmatise(R), P̂ ← Lemmatise(P);
# core words extraction:
T ← DependencyParse(P̂ );
W ← FindWordsNearRoot(T);
clusters← FindCoreferenceCluster(R̂)

# mask generation:
M ← ZeroInit(R.size)
if C = ∅ then

return M
end
foreach c in clusters do

if any w ∈W in c then
gold_cluster = c

end
end
if gold_cluster = ∅ then

gold_cluster = clusters[0]
end
foreach sent ∈ R̂ do

if any w ∈ gold_cluster in sent then
M [sent.start : sent.end]← True

end
end
return M

Selective Attention with Probe Mask There 282

are three steps to acquire product-aware review 283

representations—self-attention, cross-text atten- 284

tion, and pooling, among which the first and last 285

steps take advantage of probe masks generated. We 286

first transform the probe mask to a new form: 287

M ′ = αM + β(1−M), (2) 288

where α > β > 0 since we expect the mask could 289

help focus more on the sentences where the prod- 290

uct is mentioned. This effect embodies in the self 291

attention computation of the review text Hr
t , where 292

the fundamental attention weights are computed as: 293

294

A = softmax(WHr
t ), (3) 295

We renew the original attention matrix A ∈ Rl×l: 296

A′ = (M ′)TM ′ ⊙A, (4) 297
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In this process, the attention weights are actually298

re-weighted as299

a′ij =


α2aij , if mi = mj = 1

αβaij , if mi = 1,mj = 0

β2aij , if mi = mj = 0

, (5)300

An intuitive explanation to this would be that a301

token receives more information from hot regions302

(whose mask value is 1) than non-hot regions, and303

the strength ratio of these two regions is α/β. Natu-304

rally we set α to 1.0 while generating β individually305

for each review from its sequence representation:306

β = sigmoid(Wgenh
seq
t,r + bgen), (6)307

where W ∈ Rdh×1 is the weight matrix and b ∈ R308

is the bias. The sigmoid function ensures that β ∈309

(0, 1). Then we acquire the self-attention results as310

in common practice:311

Hr′
t = Hr

t +A′Hr
t , (7)312

In cross-text attention, since weighted-sum is per-313

formed on the product text, we do not utilize probe314

masks in this stage and obtain Hr′′
t . Finally, we av-315

erage the result with the probe mask by a weighted316

sum to aggregate these sentence representations:317

Sr
t = weighted_sum(Hr′′

t ,M ′). (8)318

Note that for review image representations there319

are only cross-image attention and average pooling320

to yield Sr
v .321

3.5 Multi-domain Natural Contrastive322

Learning (MNCL)323

From the theory of mutual information, training324

to distinguish positive samples from negative ones325

in terms of their similarity can enrich the learned326

representations and enhance downstream tasks’ per-327

formance. In our work, we are concerned about the328

natural relations and split them into two domains:329

the inner-instance domain (ii) and product-review330

(pr) domain. Before forwarding the input repre-331

sentations into the MNCL module, all pooled rep-332

resentations are projected to the domain-specific333

shared spaces through two linear layers and an ac-334

tivation layer in between. We denote them as Sd
m,f ,335

where m ∈ {t, v} is the modality type, f ∈ {r, p}336

is the field (review or product description) and337

d ∈ {ii, pr} is the domain name:338

Sd
m,f = W d

m,f,2Tanh(W
d
m,f,1S

d
m+bdm,f,1)+bdm,f,2

(9)339

where W d
m,∗,i and bdm,∗,i are weights and biases in 340

the i-th layer of the projection network. Note that 341

the data in the same modality and domain share 342

the same network parameters. In the succeeding 343

content, we are going to describe details of the 344

two contrastive-learning domains, mainly concern- 345

ing how to pick positive and negative samples for 346

contrastive learning and training. 347

Inner Instance (II) Domain In the inner instance 348

domain, we separate positive and negative pairs ac- 349

cording to how similar the representations between 350

image and text are in a single training instance. 351

First, from the sellers’ perspective, the text and im- 352

age of a product should match well so as to attract 353

customers. Thus we mark text-image pairs of prod- 354

uct descriptions as positive ones (the set of these 355

pairs is denoted as Spii). Therefore, we mark the 356

former as positive (the set is denoted as S+ii ) and 357

the latter as negative ones (the collection is denoted 358

as S−ii ). Besides, from our observation, reviews 359

that achieve high helpfulness scores possess a high 360

similarity between its text and the attached image. 361

Product-Review (PR) Domain The semantic 362

matching property also exists between product de- 363

scriptions and their associated reviews. As help- 364

fulness is dependent on how well a review is perti- 365

nent to the theme of the product, we argue that re- 366

view pieces of high helpfulness scores (S+pr) should 367

match the product introduction both visually and 368

literally, while those low-score pieces (S−pr) match 369

the introduction poorly in both modalities. 370

Multi-domain Contrastive Predictive Coding 371

(MCPC) In contrastive predictive coding (Oord 372

et al., 2018), we need to compute contrastive scores 373

for every sample pair. According to the common 374

approach (Yuan et al., 2021; Han et al., 2021b), ex- 375

ponential function is chosen as the score function: 376

377

φ(A,B) = exp

(
norm(AT )norm(B)

τ

)
,

(10) 378

where norm(∗) is the l2-norm function, τ is the 379

temperature hyper-parameter, for simplicity we 380

keep its value 1.0 in our experiments. By noise 381

contrastive estimation (Gutmann and Hyvärinen, 382

2010), in the inner instance domain the score is 383
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computed as:384
385

cpcii = −
∑

(St,j ,Sv,j)∈(S+ii∪SPii)

386

log
φ(St,j , Sv,j)∑

Sk∈(S+ii∪S
−
ii∪SPii)

φ(St,k, Sv,k)
, (11)387

where (St,j , Sv,j) are the text-image pair from the388

instance, i.e., a review piece or product descrip-389

tion. The summation is over S+ii and SPii because390

instances counted here are from both product de-391

scriptions and review pieces. Similarly in product–392

review domain the score is:393
394

cpcmpr = −
∑

Sr
m,j∈S

+
pr

395

log
φ(Sr

m,j , S
p
m,j)∑

Sk∈(S+pr∪S−pr) φ(S
r
m,k, S

p
m,k)

. (12)396

397

cpcpr = cpctpr + cpcvpr (13)398

where Sr
m,j is the representation of modality m in399

review r from the positive review set S+pr and Sp
m,j400

is the counterpart of the corresponding product.401

3.6 Prediction and Training402

We select all review-related representations403

in the common spaces of two domains404

(Sii
t,r, S

pr
t,r, S

ii
v,r, S

pr
v,r) and concatenate them405

as features for final prediction (F). After concate-406

nating these features, a linear layer takes them as407

input and outputs the helpfulness score predictions408

ξr:409

F = concat([Sii
t,r, S

pr
t,r, S

ii
v,r, S

pr
v,r]) (14)410

411

ξr = WoF+ bo, (15)412

where Wo and bo are the weight matrix and bias413

in the output layer. Same as Liu et al. (2021), we414

adopt the standard pairwise ranking loss as the task415

loss:416

Ltask =
∑
i

max(0, γ − ξr+,i + ξr−,i), (16)417

where r+, r− are an arbitrary pair of review pieces418

under product Pi, γ is a scaling factor. Contrastive419

losses make up the auxiliary loss:420

Laux = cpcii + cpcpr (17)421

Hence the total loss for training is (κ is a hyper-422

parameter to adjust the effect of auxiliary loss):423

424

L = Ltask + κLaux (18)425

4 Experimental Settings 426

This section presents the datasets used in the exper- 427

iments, baseline models, and metrics. 428

4.1 Datasets 429

We conduct experiments on three MRHP datasets 430

(Liu et al., 2021) in different categories: Cloth- 431

ing, Shoes & Jewelry, Home & Kitchen and Elec- 432

tronics. The text and images in these datasets are 433

crawled from Amazon online shops through 2018 434

until 2019. The helpfulness scores are annotated 435

according to the number of helpfulness votes to 436

the reviews. More specifically the scores equal to 437

⌊log2 nvotes⌋ and are clipped into [0, 4]. Details of 438

datasets are provided in Appendix. 439

4.2 Baseline Models 440

Following previous work, we first compare our 441

model with a bunch of baselines in the text- 442

only setting, which examines and signifies the 443

enhancement by our selective attention mecha- 444

nism and text-related contrastive learning modules. 445

The baseline candidates contain Multi-Perspective 446

Matching (BiMPM) network (Wang et al., 2017), 447

Embedding-gated CNN (EG-CNN) (Chen et al., 448

2018), Convolutional Kernel-based Neural Rank- 449

ing Model (Conv-KNRM) (Dai et al., 2018) and 450

Product-aware Helpfulness Prediction Network 451

(PRHNet) (Fan et al., 2019). In multimodal set- 452

tings, we pick a collection of state-of-the-art multi- 453

modal helpfulness prediction models for compari- 454

son: 455

• SSE-Cross (Abavisani et al., 2020): The 456

Stochastic Shared Embeddings (SSE) Cross- 457

modal Attention Network introduces a novel 458

cross-attention mechanism that can filter noise 459

components from weak modalities which may 460

mislead the model to make wrong predictions 461

on a sample. SSE is adopted as the regulariza- 462

tion technique to alleviate over-fitting in the 463

fusion process to further prompt the prediction 464

accuracy. 465

• D&R Net (Xu et al., 2020): The Decomposi- 466

tion and Relation Network learns the common- 467

ality and discrepancy between image and text 468

in decomposition network and the multi-view 469

semantic association information in relation 470

network. 471

• MCR (Liu et al., 2021): The Multi- 472

perspective Coherent reasoning method in- 473
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Setting Model Cloth. & Jew Electronics Home & Kitchen
MAP N-3 N-5 MAP N-3 N-5 MAP N-3 N-5

Text-only

BiMPM∗ (Wang et al., 2017) 57.7 41.8 46.0 52.3 40.5 44.1 56.6 43.6 47.6
EG-CNN∗ (Chen et al., 2018) 56.4 40.6 44.7 51.5 39.4 42.1 55.3 42.4 46.7
Conv-KNRM∗ (Dai et al., 2018) 57.2 41.2 45.6 52.6 40.5 44.2 57.4 44.5 48.4
PRHNet† (Fan et al., 2019) 58.23 43.36 47.21 52.31 40.43 43.88 57.11 44.46 48.27
SANCL (Ours) 58.98♮ 44.75♮ 48.57♮ 53.03♮ 41.03♮ 44.77♮ 58.03♮ 45.59♮ 49.31♮

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) 56.47 42.98 46.84 51.95 39.77 43.11 56.62 42.12 46.87
PRHNet+BERT† (Fan et al., 2019) 57.51 43.65 47.74 52.28 40.66 44.02 57.32 44.74 48.42
SANCL+BERT (Ours) 58.49♮ 44.91♮ 48.69♮ 53.13♮ 41.77♮ 45.01♮ 58.20♮ 45.83♮ 49.65♮

Multimodal

SSE-Cross∗ (Abavisani et al., 2020) 65.0 56.0 59.1 53.7 43.8 47.2 60.8 51.0 54.0
D&R Net∗ (Xu et al., 2020) 65.2 56.1 59.2 53.9 44.2 47.5 61.2 51.8 54.6
MCR† (Liu et al., 2021) 66.96 58.03 61.06 55.86 46.32 49.45 63.17 53.85 57.14
SANCL (Ours) 67.26 58.61♮ 61.48♮ 56.19 46.98♮ 49.92♮ 63.35 54.28♮ 57.40
MCR+BERT (Liu et al., 2021) 65.81 55.94 58.75 55.15 45.67 48.62 62.39 52.91 56.09
SANCL+BERT (Ours) 66.52♮ 56.73♮ 59.90♮ 56.04♮ 46.77♮ 49.95♮ 62.74 53.65♮ 56.91♮

Table 1: Results on three datasets; all reported metrics are the average of five runs; “∗” are from Liu et al. (2021) and
“†” are from the open-source code in Liu et al. (2021); “♮" represent the results significantly outperforms PRHNet
and MCR with p-value < 0.05 based on paired t-test.

corporates the joint reasoning across textual474

and visual modalities from both the product475

and the review. Three types of coherence are476

modeled to learn effective modality represen-477

tations for the helpfulness prediction.478

In both settings, we also test our method with479

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) encoder and compare480

that to the respective SOTA models on BERT. In ad-481

dition, we test and record basic BERT performance482

(BERT+a double linear layers).483

4.3 Metrics484

As MRHP is a ranking task, the metrics for com-485

parison are as well ranking-customized. After sort-486

ing all prediction-truth scores in descending order,487

the Mean Average Precision (MAP) computes the488

mean precision of top-1 to top-K samples. K is489

usually large enough to ensure top-K can encom-490

pass the entire collection of reviews under every491

product. The Normalized Discounted Cumulative492

Gain (NDCG-N) (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2017;493

Diaz and Ng, 2018) purely reckons the gain value494

over top-N predictions (N is 3 and 5 in our exper-495

iments), which simulates the real circumstances496

of a typical customer who would always read the497

topmost reviews.498

5 Results and Analysis499

In this section, we will compare our approach with500

several advanced baselines and explore how it im-501

proves in the multimodal helpfulness prediction502

task.503

5.1 Performance Comparison 504

We list the performance of our model and base- 505

lines in Table 1. Notably, SANCL consistently 506

outperforms all the baselines in both text-only and 507

multimodal, BERT and Glove initialization settings. 508

These outcomes initially demonstrate the efficacy 509

of our method in MRHP tasks. It is surprising that 510

we cannot gain significant performance boost by 511

replacing Glove with BERT as the text encoder. We 512

speculate the reason is that Glove embeddings are 513

expressive enough for this task. 514

Moreover, it can be cliamed that SANCL is a 515

lightweight model compared to the multimodal 516

SOTA, since the model size and GPU memory 517

consumption of SANCL are much lower than 518

MCR. The total number of parameters is 2.63M 519

in MCR and 1.41M (exclude the embedding layer) 520

in SANCL respectively, which indicates a double 521

efficiency. The average GPU memory usage of 522

SANCL during the training on Amazon-MRHP 523

Home & Kitchen is around 2.4G, while MCR oc- 524

cupies an average of 13.7G GPU memory during 525

training, which is 4.7 times higher than SANCL. 526

5.2 Ablation Study 527

To verify the benefits of our proposed method, we 528

carry out comprehensive ablation experiments on 529

the Amazon electronics dataset, including the selec- 530

tive attention and contrastive learning components. 531

In selective attention, we first replace learned β 532

with a fixed value of 0.5, since we find most β val- 533

ues in our experiments are around 0.5. Next, we re- 534

move the entire selective attention module and only 535

preserve the primitive attention computation. The 536
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Description MAP N-3 N-5

SANCL 56.19 46.98 49.92

Attention
w/o learned β (fixed at 0.5) 55.61 46.37 49.58
w/o probe mask 55.43 46.11 49.45

Contrastive learning
w/o cpcii 55.54 46.29 49.23
w/o cpcpr 55.81 46.40 49.47
w/o cpcii and cpcpr 55.35 46.28 49.09

Table 2: Ablation study of SANCL on the Electronics
dataset.

decline in the outcome of both situations manifests537

that the probe-based selective attention amends the538

cross-text information exchange between text fields.539

For multi-domain contrastive learning, we delete540

the CPC losses of a single or both domains in train-541

ing. The results indicate that both domains have542

a positive impact on performance. Moreover, the543

effect of the two domains does not counteract their544

collaboration, as we observe accumulated benefits545

when they operate together.546

5.3 Case Study547

To understand how our model deals with samples548

in-depth, we randomly picks up a test product-549

review instance from the test set of Amazon Home550

& Kitchen to explain how SANCL works and, as551

shown in Table 3.552

In this example, the customer bought the pins553

to fix the edge of his sofa. Instead of photoing554

pins themselves, the customer only presented the555

tidy sofa after installing the pins. We first visualize556

the attention weights in test time, as shown in Fig.557

3. Note that only the first sentence in the review558

contains the elements in the coreference clusters,559

which we have emphasized with italics and under-560

line in Table 3. Consistently, we observe the signif-561

icant larger weights in the region of first sentence562

(row/column 1-19) while the rest region’s weights563

are much smaller. We also ran MCR and collect564

its prediction on this example, and it is clear that565

MCR commits a severe error here, probably caused566

by the direct classification on the unimodal cosine567

similarity. In our approach, as we carefully analyze568

and classify the positive and negative pairs in the569

multi-domain contrastive learning framework, the570

huge semantic similarity between review text and571

image and between product description and review572

text, indicated by the high CPC scores Sii
v,r, assists573

the model to correctly predict the score.574

Product Name: Twisty Pins for Upholstery, Slipcovers and
Bedskirts 50/pkg

Product description: Package of 50 Clear Twisty Pins for
securing fabrics and accent trims. Nickel plated steel pin 1/2"
in diameter clear top, wire twist 3/8" long. Perfect for Medium
to light weight fabrics, bed skirts, bed ruffles, slipcovers and
upholstery.

Review (Helpfulness Score: 4): I bought these to pin the
loose material on a sofa cover and they worked like a charm.
The sofa cover definitely looks form fitting now.

Predictions: SANCL: 4.5291 MCR: -1.0832

CPC score: cpcii = 0.82, cpctpr = 0.76, cpcvpr = 0.21

Table 3: Examples from the Amazon Home & Kitchen
test set.

Figure 3: The self-attention weights of the review text
in the given example at test time (β=0.57)

6 Conclusion 575

We propose a novel framework, SANCL, for the 576

task of multimodal review helpfulness prediction 577

(MRHP) in this paper. We first present a selective 578

attention mechanism, which purposefully aggre- 579

gates information from these crucial sentences in 580

the review text by generating the probe mask that 581

exerts re-normalization on the attention weights 582

and pooling stage. We then build up a multi- 583

domain natural contrastive learning framework in 584

our model. It exploits the natural relations among 585

the data from different fields and modalities in the 586

dataset to enhance the model’s capacity of multi- 587

modal representation learning. Results of compre- 588

hensive experiments and analyses demonstrate the 589

superiority of our model over the comparable base- 590

lines and the efficacy of the novel components. 591
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A Dataset Specification790

Specifications of the two datasets are in Table 4791

and 5 below.

Amazon-MRHP (Products/Reviews)
Category Cloth. & Jew. Elec. Home & Kitch.

Train 12074/277308 10564/240505 14570/369518
Dev 3019/122148 2641/84402 3616/92707
Test 3966/87492 3327/79750 4529/111593

Table 4: Statistics of the Amazon-MRHP dataset.

792

Lazada-MRHP (Products/Reviews)
Category Cloth. & Jew. Elec. Home & Kitch.

Train 6596/104093 3848/41828 2939/36991
Dev 1649/26139 963/10565 736/9611
Test 2062/32274 1204/12661 920/12551

Table 5: Statistics of the Lazada-MRHP dataset.

B Hyperparameter Search793

The optimal hyperparameter settings are provided794

in Table 6 and 7.795

Glove Hyperparameters
Cloth. & Jew. Elec. Home & Kitch.

learning rate 1e−4 5e−5 1e−4

text embedding dim 300 300 300
text embedding dropout 0.5 0.5 0.2
image embedding dim 128 128 128
LSTM hidden dim 128 128 128
shared space hidden 64 64 64
κ 0.25 0.1 0.1
batch size 32 32 32

Table 6: Hyperparameters for all categories using glove-
300d embeddings.

Amazon-MRHP Hyperparameters
Cloth. & Jew. Elec. Home & Kitch.

learning rate 2e−5 2e−5 2e−5

text embedding dim 768 768 768
text embedding dropout 0.5 0.5 0.5
LSTM hidden dim 128 128 128
image embedding dim 128 128 128
shared space hidden 64 64 64
κ 0.3 0.25 0.25
batch size 32 32 32

Table 7: Hyperparameters for all categories using BERT
as encoder

We use the same set of settings for text-only and796

multimodal modes for the same category dataset.797

The search space of these hyperparameters are:798

learning rate in {1e−4, 2e−5}, text embedding 799

dropout in {0.2, 0.5}, κ in {0.1, 0.25, 0.3, 0.5}, 800

shared space hidden dimension in {64, 128}. We 801

train and test each dataset on a single Tesla V100 802

GPU. In BERT experiments, we use shared a BERT 803

encoder for both product description and review 804

text. To balance the computation cost and model 805

performance, following Sun et al. (2019), we fine- 806

tune the last four layers of the BERT encoder. 807

C Language Tools 808

For coreference resolution, we use neuralcoref, an 809

extension that can be placed on SpaCy processors. 810

For BERT model, we use the huggingface trans- 811

formers package to load. 812

11


